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About This Content

One of our favorite game features is being able to see the flow of time, and what a better way to do so than with a set that pays
homage to all the seasons?

Created by Sherman3D, this pack includes basic buildings and outer town decorations that are suited to spring, summer, autumn
and fall. In addition, this pack hits several different architectural angles, giving you a chance to create atmospheric maps and
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locations.

This pack contains:

Tile A1 includes two animated water tiles, one for a village an another for a bustling town.

Tile A2-A5 include auto-tiles of ground, paths, walls, floors, cliffs and town buildings.

Tile B-D includes building add-ons and decorative objects, along with seasonal trees.

Material that matches the standard RPG Maker MV tiles, while still giving you a new and unique look.

Easy to use and formatted for RPG Maker MV.
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rpg maker mv town of seasons

This is the story of how the Death Star plans got stolen, Disney can't change that.. Gets pretty crazy, yo.. Loved it, for like 5
hours.
Its a good hacking gae in the void of a better "uplink" game..

The problem with it that it is possible to "get lost" in the quest line if you delete the wrong email or destroy the wrong
goverment, or crime syndicate.

The hacking is primitive, and gets old after the 50th time.
It gets a bit "harder", but its the same patterns.

7\/10 overall.. This game is a simple, but highly entertaining diversion. Alternating between moments of madcap
micromanagement and peaceful chill time, this game is both relaxing and engaging.

Couple that with an elegant aesthetic and refreshingly straightforward menu system, and this is a 5-star casual game, in my
book.. This is a fantastic piece of software that greatly improves a number of existing VR games. The locomotion feels pretty
good, you can test it yourself in the demo. If you have any game with smooth trackpad motion, you owe it to yourself to get this
software (which is a steal at $10).. quot;acid trip gone mediocre"

~my brother, 2k16. This is a pretty standard browser\/mobile style game and while some of them are good this one is not. The
biggest issue is how the premium currency works. In most games like this you have Gold, Premium Currency, and "Free
Premium Currency". In other games you earn the "Free" version slow, and while it doesn't work on everything it does work on
most. In this game you earn the "Free" version slow but the worse part is you can't even spend it on anything useful. I was
actually stuggling to find anything useful at all with it. It is so bad in fact entire portions of the game are locked out unless you
spend the Premium version. In other games u can at least "get your feet wet" in all the different upgrades and paths. Unless you
plan on dumping money into it I wouldn't recommend. DO NOT PLAY THIS IF YOU DON'T PLAN ON SPENDING REAL
$$$. Many other games just like this are out there that are much more fair to f2p players.
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***New Edit*** Because of the news about the 1.1 patch, I have changed the status of my review. Being able to equip multiple
cosmetics per catagory make it much more worth it imo. Thanks!

\u2014\u2014(edit)\u2014\u2014-
Yeah, support the devs with it. But the devs should also add the ability to equip multiple cosmetics. If I have a goatee, let me
wear some glasses with it. Make it worth it fellas. They make this happen, I will thumb it up without question.

\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014\u2014

15 dollars so you can have a beard.

pretty bad dlc.. The game was better then i expected, the controls are alright, a bit slugish at some parts but we can overlook that
part.
Sounds are great, the gun stacker is also a great idea (you can combine alot of weapons eg. 6 chainsaws).
There are enough types of enemies that you can get surprised (also laugh at some of them).
Overall, the game is worth the money, you will be surprised when you try it.. Was waiting to review until I unlocked the second
ship. So here is an overal review of the game:

PRO's:

PRICE (Well worth it)
The difficulty is well balanced and substantially gets harder after I unlock the second ship.
Love the explosions and variation of the explosion sounds
The background music is enjoyable, but I also love the mute option! haha
Always love when games put in the classic screenshake!
Enjoyed the multiple styles of ships ! I have only played with the first two but the second one is awesome!

CON's:

Lack of configuration options
Would love to see a global leaderboard and not just local

 OVERALL

The game was a good fun fast paced shooter based in space with a mix of the classic and newer technologies with good
explosions and sfx. Would love to see some more configuration options and more ships! Overall a great buy for a only
$0.99!

 SUGGESTION

Buy if you like small fun shootemups that will keep you distracted for a couple hours for under $1.00 on sale!
. Cheesy little overhead shooter. As expected if you've ever played any Sigma Team game. Burn some time laying waste
to huge masses of enemies, and get a boner when you win. Cause anything you accomplish boosts your ego. Graphics
are mediocre, sounds are decent, gameplay is half♥♥♥♥♥♥♥at best. If the fact that I have fully completed all the Sigma
Team's "Shooter" endeavors tells you anything, take your own view on the recommendation.. this game doesnt work
and guess what
its not the only game in steam that
doesnt work and still they sell them. A well written VN. It's hard to say much else.
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